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What happens when you take a sports sedan and add sprinkles of practicality? This car lets you
carve the corners and allows you to transport the kids in comfort.. So to address these
concerns, BMW has defied convention and created the i GT which combines most of the
features from a SUV along with most of the features from a sedan. This combination forms a
vehicle that is like a nice pair of jeans- you can still do hard work in them yet when you go to a
nice dinner, the jeans oblige. As you stroll around this vehicle you notice it sticks up 2 inches
higher and about 4 inches lower than a X5 BMW has clearly thought to make this a true grand
tourer and drops hints at some of the amenities hidden within, the first of such luxuries that you
notice is the two piece panoramic moon roof and invites you to explore it further. We love that
the layout makes all the major controls on the dashboard within easy reach. The seats also tow
the fine line of cushion and support, actually pushing you to make a long road journey. The
Idrive control center comes standard with this vehicle and while it has gotten better, it still
periodically perplexes us with its interface, sometimes it seems really choppy and out of sync.
Other than that minor inconvenience, the standard features such as power seating and parking
distance control will make parking at the yacht club that much easier. It will fit in when you park
it at the marina because this vehicle has more storage space than most ships. With all the seats
up there is a astounding For a large car lbs the i GT handles exceedingly well. This is due, in
part, to its near perfect weight distribution The suspension consists of an aluminum double
wishbone unit in the front and an aluminum integral V multi link unit in the back, as well front
and rear stabilizer bars. In addition to this, the i GT has been endowed with an electronically
limited slip differential to ensure maximum grip along the curves in the road. The final piece of
the handling puzzle comes the inclusion of In terms of the power plant, BMW has slotted in the
potent twin turbocharged 3. This engine also comes with 4 valves per cylinder as well as
variable valve timing. With this engine, the i GT can reach 60 mph in a respectable 6. Also
connected to this engine is a 8 speed automatic with manual and sport drive functions. It only
starts to misbehave when you push it beyond the limit which causes you to feel the strong
effect of its height and weight. In the end, we rather like this misfit. It also surprised us with its
performance, it really likes to move and implores you to find a challenging road. In addition, it
also delivers fantastic mileage of 20 mpg in the city and 30 mpg on the highway. So you can
have fun and save money at the pump as well The simple design and the color of its body
makes this car stunning. This is really perfect as a family car. The interior feature of this GT is
absolutely so cool on this one, especially the center console of it, and even its dressed-up
seats. GT is one of the best vehicles that BMW would be produced! The luxurious features and
concept are really wise! This vehicle is one of the most luxurious SUV that I saw today, and I am
really so impressed with it! It is quite good for this one. Expect it also to be too pricey on its
market production guys! Anyway, upon looking at the exterior of this GT, I really never
anticipate it to have such a luxurious interior, just like what it had now! Well, GT would really be
a complete packaged if it also had an impressive engine. I love the functional and inviting
interior of this GT! Well, it really justified the price that it had. The interior touch of this BMW i is
really striking, it seems so somber, classy and even so comfortable. I can say that I love the
over all interior features of this one and as for the looks of it, I can say that simplicity is
definitely a beauty. This car is so simple and the design is so common for us but the important
is, it is one of those car that are so reliable on the road and very practical to use in everyday
transportation. Well, for me it is totally a complete packaged for me, just have a little
disappointment on its engine performance. I like the decent style in the interior of the car. The
car look so elegant on five door. I wonder if this was one of the i-series vehicle? I find the
styling kind of elegant and luxurious. I was captivated with the styling of the car. I simply love
this i GT for being such a simple but very luxurious and a classy car. I love the color that they
used on it, it emphasized the beauty of this GT. The manufacturer has an impressive idea on
making it. It looks relaxing inside, very spacious with a big compartment backside. This really
fits if you want vacation or either a joy-ride. I was so impressed with this sports sedan most
especially on the interior touches of it. I can really be a true grand tourer with this car, and I can
surely get the relaxation that I need. Thomas Nelson. Read More. What do you think? Car
Finder:. BMW GT. Competing Vehicles. Active filters:. About US. Contact Us. Automotive
journalist job. Last Friday we looked at a Saab SE with a broken convertible top mechanism that
no amount of magic incantations or Wicca spellbinding would be likely to fix. A few of you
noted in the comments that you had gone down the road of actually repairing a recalcitrant
Saab top. And, while there was no promise that it would be a joyous and life-affirming task, no
one said doing so would kill you either. When its assemble lines were humming, Saab was a
niche carmaker. It went after buyers looking for quirky but safe and somewhat sporty cars that
offered loads of space and the ability to get through a Swedish winter without complaint. Not
wishing to go the way of that Swedish competitor, BMW has, over the years, sought to fill damn

near every automotive niche and crack imaginable. They even make them in multiple sizes, with
the X4 and X6 offering compact and midsize weirdness. For a time, BMW sold something even
weirder than that. No, what Americans want, BMW imagined, is ungainly hatchbacks with
compromised cargo space and poorer visibility. Hidden inside that hatch, however, is yet
another, smaller door that opens like the boot lid on an old Volkswagen Rabbit cabriolet. It
allows access for small stuff for when the use of the full hatch is too much, I guess. This one is
the less complicated, but accordingly less capable, six with just RWD. That six maintains a pair
of turbos that give it horsepower. An eight-speed automatic with semimanual mode backs that
up. This silver over gray GT rocks , miles and shows little in the way of wear and tear for its
decade of life or those miles. The paint is shiny and there are no obvious blemishes beneath
that shine. The factory alloys holding that all up appear to be free of major curb rash and wear
Pirelli rubber. This a private-seller sale, and the ad claims a clean Carfax, clear title and no issue
with passing emissions. Or, is that too much for the car, even if it does have two hatches? San
Diego, California, Craigslist , or go here if the ad disappears. Hit me up at rob jalopnik.
Remember to include your Kinja handle. Rob Emslie is a contributing writer for Jalopnik. He has
too many cars, and not enough time to work on them all. I was kind of hoping it hinged at the
bottom to leave a little tailgate that you could sit on like a Range Rover, but that arrangement is
very rare outside of pickup trucks. The A. Nice Price Or No Dice. Rob Emslie. You decide! Prev
Next View All. Rob Emslie Posts Twitter. Share This Story. Get our newsletter Subscribe. Duke
of Kent. The Bluetooth phone system downloads contact lists and offers dial-by-name voice
command. With the optional active suspension, the i handles like a sports car. The Bad Cabin
tech interfaces, most notably for points of interest and music selection, are not the most
intuitive. BMW charges extra for little things such as iPod integration. It offers first-rate cabin
electronics and driver assistance features, and preserves BMW's sports car reputation. Be
respectful, keep it civil and stay on topic. We delete comments that violate our policy , which we
encourage you to read. Discussion threads can be closed at any time at our discretion. The new
austerity means the horsepower wars of the '90s are over. Instead of pumping up
displacements, automakers are looking for ways to generate power efficiently. For the 7 series
in , BMW took the relatively easy step of installing an engine previously used in the i and i.
Being BMW's flagship sedan, this new model steps up to a i nameplate. As for body,
suspension, and cabin tech, the car is nearly identical to its heftier siblings, the i and the i. The
car features the same sophisticated, European design, with a gracefully curved roof and longish
nose. The cabin of the BMW i, a large sedan, is easy to get into, while the trunk affords plenty of
cargo room. Optional multicontour seats offer power-adjustable bolsters, lumbar support,
headrests, and just about every other means of shaping the seat to your body. The comfortable
rear bench has its own set of dual-zone climate controls. This car represents BMW luxury. But
that is about as far as BMW is willing to go with freebies--even iPod integration is optional in the
i. BMW is apparently willing to let people buy a 7-series with ugly plastic buttons, which could
impact people's perception of the brand's luxury and quality. The navigation system is a treat to
use, as it shows rich 3D detail for major urban areas, complete with rendered buildings on a
wide, Using route guidance in a city, the system helpfully makes buildings in front of a turn
transparent. In addition to the route outlined on the map, BMW puts turn directions on the
instrument cluster, a new black panel that hides all indicator lights until they are in use. More
difficult to use are some of BMW's destination input screens, which rely on setting filters to find
results. For example, when browsing the POI database for Chinese restaurants, you first have to
enter Restaurants as a category, then Chinese as a subcategory. And the system doesn't make
it very clear what you are supposed to do at each step. This interface could definitely be
improved. BMW's traffic reporting is quite good, and the car will dynamically look for routes
around particularly bad traffic. On the map, specific incidents are shown as diamond-shaped
icons, but the traffic flow is represented as a series of gray arrows. The red, yellow, and green
road highlights used by competitors make for a much more intuitive representation. Also
accessible through either the iDrive onscreen interface or voice command is the standard
Bluetooth phone system, which helpfully downloads a paired phone's contact list. Drivers can
use the voice command system to dial a contact by name, or look one up on the screen. The
iDrive knob makes it quick and easy to scroll through a contact list, and the voice command
proved very accurate. The audio quality of phone calls is excellent, aided by the standard
speaker stereo system. BMW offers a premium stereo upgrade for the i, but the base system
does a very nice job of reproducing music. It is very balanced across audio frequencies,
delivering highs, mids, and bass in equal detail. When we listened to tracks that emphasized a
female vocalist, the system did an excellent job of making the background instrumentation
pleasantly audible. Bass is not earthshaking with this system, but is very listenable. BMW does
not do Bluetooth streaming audio yet, and the car we tested lacked the optional iPod integration

or satellite radio. CDs rip quickly and easily to the hard drive, and are easy to find in the music
library interface. HD Radio is a nice treat, with very clear sound. BMW offers an impressive set
of optional driver assistance features for the i, although not all were present on our review car.
Night vision turns the main LCD into an enhanced view of the road ahead, letting you see things
you would miss with the naked eye. Blind-spot detection warns of cars in the lanes next to the i,
and the lane departure warning vibrates the wheel slightly if the car drifts across lane lines.
Enough power? But the real question about the BMW i is, can horsepower adequately move this
big sedan? That is the amount of power generated by the twin-turbo, direct-injection 3-liter
in-line six-cylinder engine, along with pound-feet of torque. Compare that with horsepower from
the i's V Or the i's horsepower. The answer to the above question is a qualified yes. Stomp on
the gas, and the i digs its tires into pavement and leaps forward with a palpable feeling of
acceleration. It may not feel as gut-wrenchingly strong as the i, but it is more than enough for
the real world of freeway merging and traffic light launches. The only times when the engine
begins to feel the slightest bit underpowered come when accelerating during long, steep hill
climbs. The smaller engine is intended to be a fuel saver, too, with EPA ratings of 17 mpg city
and 25 mpg highway. In testing over city streets, mountain roads, and freeways, the i showed an
average of just over 17 mpg. At the bottom of the tachometer sits an analog fuel-use gauge. At
its upper end, a blue zone shows when the i is using its excess energy to help charge up its
battery. This car is no hybrid, and there is no electric motive power to the wheels, so this extra
energy merely keeps the engine from having to burn any extra gas to keep the battery
adequately charged. In other nods to efficiency, the power steering, fuel, and coolant pumps all
operate on demand. Instead of keeping pressure in these systems up at all times, which leaches
energy from the engine, the pumps only kick in when needed. Although BMW offers an
eight-speed transmission in its lineup, seen in both the i and the i Gran Turismo , the i is limited
to six speeds in its automatic transmission. An extra gear or two might have boosted the
freeway fuel economy, but other than that, this transmission performs very well. In sport mode
it aggressively downshifts, keeping engine power peaked when exiting corners. Manual gear
shifts are quick and snappy, and even in standard drive mode, under hard acceleration the i lets
the tach needle tap the red. But handling is the i's real strength. Equipped with the M Sport
package, which gives it active suspension technology, the car scrambles through turns like a
much smaller vehicle. BMW's active suspension equips the car with a toggle on the console
that switches the car between Comfort, Normal, Sport, and Sport Plus suspension settings. This
setting button also sharpens engine response in the Sport modes. Using the same Flex Ray bus
technology as in the BMW X5 M , a ton of sensor data from the vehicles gets processed in
milliseconds, and commands are sent to the active suspension components to tell the car how
to handle immediate conditions. The result is excellent stability in hard cornering, allowing for
surprising speed in Sport mode. Sport Plus brings in the additional fun of turning off traction
control. In Normal mode, the car strikes a good compromise between stability and damping out
rough road surfaces. There is a very noticeable difference when switching the car over to
Comfort mode, which makes the car feel like it is floating over the road surface. But Comfort
mode can also let the car oscillate up and down when going over sequential bumps, suggesting
barf bags should be an accessory. In sum BMW may have built its reputation on excellent
driving characteristics, but the BMW i shows that the company is equally good at cabin tech.
CNET's review car may not have been as loaded as it could be, but the standard tech is
excellent, from navigation to the phone system. Add the possible extras, such as adaptive
cruise control, premium stereo, and night vision, and the i comes out as one of the techiest cars
around. Performance tech is an obvious place for BMW to shine, and it does so with the
direct-injection, twin-turbo engine. The suspension and handling are also a tour de force,
although BMW engineers should program out oscillations in the comfort setting. The
transmission operates very well, and has all the modes you could need, but an extra gear might
have improved freeway economy. The major place the i loses points is in its interface design.
Although this generation of iDrive is a huge improvement over previous efforts, some screens
are not intuitive enough. As a big sedan, the i is very practically designed,
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with plenty of headroom and easy trunk access. Aesthetically, the car looks nice, but isn't
anything to drool over. Pricing Unavailable. Get Price. Cabin tech Performance tech 8. Design 7.
Photo gallery: BMW i. A typical CNET editor easily fits in the trunk of the i. The navigation
system looks like a video game in urban areas. BMW lets you import locations into the
navigation system from Google Maps. BMW puts the car's manual in the infotainment system,

making it searchable by keyword. One of the best engines BMW ever made, this twin-turbo
3-liter churns out horsepower. This 6-speed automatic transmission works very well, though an
extra gear or two might help fuel economy. Best Cars See all Chrysler Pacifica. Now you can
buy a BMW X7 that'll withstand small-arms fire. Discuss BMW i. Twin-turbocharged,
direct-injection, 3-liter straight 6-cylinder engine, 6-speed automatic transmission. Night vision,
adaptive cruise control, blind-spot detection, lane departure warning, backup camera.

